
Utrecht, making beautiful love, falling asleep and waking up again in a dream, me seating by the window overlooking the ancient cathedral, she cooking asparaguses with the love of my
grandmother.

At Myrthe's, she working and me in the attic... I took it easy from the beginning. I always get nice visions with Myrthe, my dreams are filled with landscapes and I indulge with my eyes closed
and the cathedral's bells and the Myrthe's alarm clock ringing every quarter of an hour. I went out of Myrthe's room that was quite late, as a war refugee, I did not move so much as I do not want
to make use of her food or do not want to disturb the roommates. i did dish however and cleaned the room before setting myself to work. I went over my project, did some readings and ended up
reviewing my philosophy essay, make it more accademic as my professor required. A bit of a drag though to write very formal scholarly paper and never expose oneself with opinions and
morals. It was good however this time spent in the attic, being fixed and not always moving as I have done in the last months. I even will dedicate time for drawings now, before meeting with
Myrthe soon... and I haven't even eaten after she has prepared me such beautiful supper yesternight... what a therapy all this love! In the afternoon I was also shortly in touch with Neha, my old
student from Bombay. She was really negative about the situation in India and after she spilled all sort of poison I sent her the image of the three monkeys holding their mouth, their ears and their
eyes not to speak, hear or see bad stuff. She thought it a bit provoking saying that than one have to be ignorant to the truth but I somewhat immediately reply out of the blue that the only truth to
me at the moment is that life is short. She kind of liked that and I hope she will become more positive. She then said she was going back to work and I told her back to spin the wheel to which
she was very fascinated. Anyhow, i would not mind spinning the wheel for the rest of my life and I do see all my undertaking in a way, as a spinning the wheel, creating the tapestry of my
existence as some Aracne.

In Utrecht the sun shining, the wind blowing but generally a very nice working day, particularly after a beautiful love night laying in bed with Myrthe with traditional folk music accompanying
our sweet conversation playing in the cathedral square. She went to work today and I, at last, stable in a room, I was really able to get going with my own work, sending out my philosophy essay
(this with a short premises revealing that it is only part of my larger project), and also downloading interviews with appealing intellectuals and getting quite fascinated of Pasolini's interviews...
what a character and what a sensibility reminding me some instances of me, particularly is intellectual "independence". Myrthe came home for lunch and we ate lentil soup together, made love
and i took her back to work, recovering my spontaneity after a rather intellectual morning (this despite me telling her that I do not wish to over intellectualize). The summer is now blowing inside
the small attic and I might as well go out for a small tour of the city before meeting Myrthe again and set to Amsterdam to meet her friends. I feel rather strong in our intimate relationship but I
was quite surprise how shy and embarrassed I am meeting her friends. My tactic to survive the embarrassment is to engage them in conversation!

A Saturn day with little sweet Myrthe, waking up with sweet caresses, making love, caress and have much fun with each other playing wild animals and walking to her brother for the first time in
totally great humor, feeling most happy and in love, be certainly most young together. Our wish is to keep it this way and we might be on the good track, keeping childish and don't transforming
into the ugly tycoons who are always ruining the world. It was very nice meeting her friends and later meeting today more like her relatives, playing with little Peppino and seeing how Dutch
people are a little more diluted and at easy with other races than Swedes who are just politically open about it but in reality have great issues with stranger looking people. It felt very nice
walking back through the Arab market  and then going through the Dutch market, still with Dutch people selling food and just get in the blend of the crowd through the charming roads of the
ancient city. We were supposed to work in the afternoon but felt a bit sleepy and were in bed again. It is amazing how deeply we can sleep together and how relax we can with another, really a
Sabbath with my Myrhte. Now we are both working again, outside being very sunny but quite late already. Tonight we will eat the soup I made yesterday and Dutch cheese, keeping very simple
and stoic...

I have just been to the forest. I mean the day was most nice and I precisely got back from the five days of intense love and emotions with Myrthe. I didn't really have to come back to Sweden, in
a few days I am off to the Netherlands again from where I will join  in Madrid, for my stepsister's graduation (once again). I was in the forest because, on my way to Liselott's
apartment I saw her brother inside, renovating the bedroom which I have started to renovate by demolishing the wall. Well, not exactly a nice surprise. He certainly has good feelings and
memories about me although he has always acted in a rather Swedish way in my behalf, not really showing any direct solidarity (I did however got a job offer, my only job offer in Sweden,
through him, to work at the airport, downloading and uploading bags, something that would have really got me totally blocked with the back I have... luckily then I got other offers). Anyhow, I
came early to be with August but the weather turned out rather stormy and now i am waiting for Ella, a dutch girl I met at the university, who might be able to give an extra hand babysitting (the
first babysitter August ever had). I have managed allot of work being on the train, plane and bus, editing and listening to interviews with inspiring philosophers and cultural critics like Bifo
whose theories will help to justify the work of my poetic (or at least show the necessity for it). Tomorrow is university but I don't really look forward to it. I am actually let all this politics go,
mostly bothering about my own dissertation and the quality of the message I am to deliver rather than getting obsessed dealing with a bunch of provincial conformists, closed in their comfort. I
feel now that, after living the world both nomadically and sedentary, thus in first person, and after experiencing through the sharp minds of active intellectuals like Pasolini, the third person, I am
no longer afraid of my opinions. Probably, in  reality it was the second person, the getting to know  who got me really awake (if not bitten by rage). For now I miss Myrthe, we had
such a Sunday together walking through the beautiful city of Utrecht at large, getting sort of lost and as in all adventures, reaching at last a peak of intense love and affection... this is all it takes to
fall back in love with one selves and the world, at last, I think this is the ultimate remedy and I project my being with Petronella (Myrthe's middle name), some sort of example of pure eternal
love (it is again, just a matter of intense belief and sacrifice).

I feel rather angry and sincerely quite aggressive, just now as I am once again accomplishing my super tight schedule, going, after a week, back to my apartment from where tonight I will leave
to go back to the Netherlands and my love. Well, the fact is that it worked all quite fine, I spent the night with August after running in the woods together, lighting a fire and talking about life. I
then went to my media and production students' presentation of the last assignment. A few have achieved really astonishing results, with fantastic trailers and costumes... hopefully they will be
able to pursue their own passions. What made me angry was a couple of students who anomalously set very hard critic on me, calling me for unserious and incompetent and the fact is that I know
them, these gestapo looking swines not willing to speak any English and only stick to their little provincial close mindedness. I had to go to the gym to release myself and to think whether to
confront these issues, reply to the insults or not. I guess my way now is to for sure reply yet being sharp but without cutting (following Lao Tsu's advice). I did so in fact and just wished that at
least those who found the course inspiring would step forward as the world is suffocating with close minded and dogmatic burocrats. On the way home now, anyway, willing to get some more
political readings done, so contemporary stuff and not the usual looking into Marx and resting in the comfort of old canons, rather looking for new cannons (Bifo seems one of these, loads of gun
powder formy next courses from which I do not plan to step down). From tomorrow Utrecht and then Madrid (  my little sister is already there and I wish to meet her with Myrthe,
introduce the girl I wish to have as my full companion)...  

A nice day yesterday going from the north of Europe to the center and then to the south. It feels like Europe is my home and it is set within the boundaries I wish to explore and confine myself
within having my son from the north, my girlfriend from the center and  from the south. I am in Spain now, in the center of it, Madrid. Away from the pain caused by the group of
students lynching me with their harsh critic on “Alberto”. It is nice to be totally dependent on one such place with such tendency towards puritanism, oush, who sick they make and how much I
would wish to be like a Auerbach, escaping to write my book somewhere, out of his own memory without really a library and too much of the indexing which makes writing so incommunicable.
Madrid is nice however and yesterday we spent the afternoon Myrthe and I and my sweet little Julia. The girls have lived here but it was me yesterday to take them through all the little
roads I have explored for a couple of days with August a year ago. There was in fact some magic in getting through the old center where the authentic Madrid still lay, like Pedro an old woodman
and all the kids playing soccer among the dogs (not to mention the new phenomena of Chineses selling beer). I possibly have slept just a couple of hours in total yesterday but felt nonetheless a
rock. Now Myrthe is out doing a bit of grocery and I in an expensive hostel room, down in a cellar, no Internet, really ideal.    

A nice day yesterday (I don't really write on my Journal in the evening now that in my romance with Myrthe), walking through unexplored areas of Madrid, mostly multi ethnic areas, quite nice
in fact, reaching the station and from there getting an hyper modern train to Toledo, the hyper old religious capitol of Spain. I expected allot of tourists but we immediately followed our intuitions
and walked down to the river contemplating the large arch of the stone bridge under which the spring swallows were swarming around their nestles. On the ancient stones the spiders too had their
hives and we kept assimilating all that, in most innocence, reaching the top of the sleepy town scratched by the civil war and from there walk around making jokes on people resembling Don
Quixote and Sancho Panza (mostly this latter). I actually felt a little restless from the beginning as I couldn't really combine the type of recording I would do alone or with August and Jacek with
Myrthe embraced around my arm. It worked out really well and really got into a nice tempo, turning it into a game involving the two of us, a flow where the only interruptions, I figure, at last,
were filming us entering through various of the majestic portals of the ancient tow. Back in Madrid it was very beautiful, the atmosphere in the minor, unbeaten streets, with many young locals,
was great. As a one soul we moved around, delicately, laughing and joking but mostly absorbing, inhaling us and the surrounding with many carnivalestic events such as the gypsies closed in
boxes and scarring tourists and so forth. Today instead is the big day... introducing charming Myrthe to  this knowing that right exactly a year ago I was also here but with Liselott. 

Once more a beautiful day with Myrthe despite the whether being rather chilly and cloudy having allot of fun walking along the new riverside by the rio surrounding half of the city and being
very playful, this all in a constant crescendo always ending with us rolling on the grass and be most in love. We even felt asleep on the wet grass and woke up that it was already quite late in the
afternoon and  had arrive. I had no expectations from them, we met, introduced Myrthe to them and just walked around the more Boheme part of the city and took them to a vegetarian
buffet in a beautiful square. They really much liked it, finding it very charming and finding Myrthe most of all very charming. They were all enchanted as she managed to keep talking and
chatting to everyone back to their expensive hotel. I felt really proud inside but did not reveal this. also, after such rapture, a ten years rapture due a bit to Liselott asociality, they felt
most happy and invited us to eat fruit in their suite. Impressive! We will take them to Toledo now, sacrificing a bit of our intimacy to have them spending a bit of a nice time... at last, Myrthe and
I ended up walking kilometers... 

Another beautiful day in the middle of the Iberian peninsula this time once again taking  to Toledo and at first feeling like an obligation but then discovering some nice and young side
of them. We spent time in the cathedral but mostly,  while getting lost in the medieval,  Christian Moresque city,  Myrthe and I hugging and making  also quite cutely in love,
particularly seeking to photograph  and getting enchanted by the small squares. I really felt quite close to him in this respect. Later we were left alone back in the city,
Myrthe and I much in love again particularly during the graduation ceremony of Gulia, who by the time was nicely dressed, and with my twin sister  and a most amused Myrthe,
cheering  throughout. I felt very liberated that I can totally myself with Myrthe, singing “Oh Sole Mio” during the ceremony and play all sort of funny jokes with small kids and the crowd
(it was really an industry fabricating professionals the private university we been to). At night  broke out with one of his usual anger, this time with the taxi that never showed up but
it was soon over and we survived that as well. If on one side it is nice and liberating to be with the old family, living in rich hotels and never having to worry about food, It feels nice to have our
integrity and independence and most of all our formed character and personality which can only mature being very exposed to the inner and outer worlds, exploring them.   

An easy going day making up a bit of the night spent at Giulia's ceremony and then going out to dine with  and the rest of the family back to the vegetarian buffet Myrthe and I
discovered. We were indeed a big family, a nice reunion with me and Myrthe,  (my twin), little  (at the center of all attentions) and  and  with a friend... like the
family tree I saw in the Toledo cathedral growing out of Abraham's beard and this time the patriarch is really  who has add us on his shoulders all these years. He was in fact very
nice to us, buying a whole bag of food for our trip back. The super fast train has brought us away to one another, a different train, probably slower, will bring us together but I guess what is
important is that we are flexible to meet each other and ready to sacrifice a bit to do so, whatever direction, from one to the other. At the airport, Myrthe and I had an incredible time, entertaining
each other putting make up and then joking, particularly on the plane where I also sung songs for her in Italian, getting quite moved. It is very nice to find each other very flexible to learn, very
young souls as she says, with a spice of antiquity. We spent a short night sleeping in sleepy Utrecht and now I am off to Stockholm... Can't wait to be reunited to my Myrthe in two weeks, for
now however it is some nice time with August ahead and I will have to be most efficient working!

Really traveling now to the extreme, yesterday back from Madrid to Amsterdam and early this morning to Stockholm, in the small cheap airlines airport from where I had to travel many more
hours by bus in order to reach my department in a villa out in the woods. At last I decided to take the taxi and got a ride from a Tartar looking Afghan who in the end got a like of me and also got
me a discount (I guess I am sort of issued with Eastern approaches). The place where I am now  is in fact rather idyllic and it is some sort of year retreat for the department to look back and forth
yet the general feeling I have is that there is a strong group of people who do not wish to experiment and move out of their discipline despite the decline of students and the fact that many of the
topics are not in the least relevant with today's world. A sinking old boat while new boat, even though far more precarious seems to have a better understanding of what is to be explored.
Anyway, now I am in my room taking care at last of my project (for now life has the priority and so all the love for my Myrthe)... latter I might go to the sauna, has a young scholar of ancient
times (hopefully no Socrates around although I miss such engaging figures) and eventually will hook up mostly with the fraction of the department who has most explored in their life, living
abroad and so on (namely the Russians). For now I just ask myself whether I am an agitator and just doomed to consume myself out of my agitating acts or it is just that I wish to provoke life,
create... I guess agitation for creation and not the populist ones of destructive dictators.  

I woke up very early in the Swedish countryside villa where the department conference was held. The sun was most bright and the sky most blue yet still quite freezing the wind. I did however
took good care of my project and out I went for a small stroll, this time also filming and managing to get in a little adventure of my own. I also managed some gymnastics, this half exposed to
some of my colleagues waking slowly up after a night drinking. In a way I have a feeling that a real academia, or at least an autonomous group of intellectuals should undertake discipline in all
respect, also physical, this in relation to their minds. I guess the issue is really that having kids to support and wives to content seems indeed preventing this full maturation (as St. Augustine
rightly said), on top of which is also the enslavement to the worldly system, ever more pervading. Myself, I guess, like constraints, natural ones. It is my character and this is how I operate, in
total devotion for these constraints somewhat providence has brought to me. Well, they do have to work with my nature though, and not against it or against nature, corrupting it with fakeness
(this is the time in which I escape them). In a way now I adapt to the artificial construct of academia although, after several months, I now fear that I have to hold on tight to the maturation of my
talent, like for instance keep on drawing and so forth. It is still an open question whether, in the complexity I ended up into these past months, I will be still able to operate or I will subdue. It is
certainly a challenge, while on the other hand, one certainly does not wish to end up in a too simple situation, without stimuluses and much depression, that I have already tried. I feel anyhow
that, with time, my extremeness of getting either to busy or not at all is sort of getting more regulated, will see although the amount of work I am undertaking is quite big and I also have to look
after others (my son, my girl and  and myself (my back and joints where hurting today, Sweden? The father's prophecy?).

I slept over at August today. We woke up that it was a really beautiful summer day despite a bit of a cold wind. I then took him to kindergarten, walking through a small forest and felt a bit
touched when he told him how he takes care of Tom, his little neighbour friend, as he was a father (his parents are also separated). I don't know how much it hurts August that me and his mom
are not leaving together anymore or that I don't spend with him all the time that I used to. Well, I don't feel like commuting too much anylonger and plan to spend more evenings there at his
place, sleeping over I mean and from tomorrow we will be a whole week together. For now allot of people are asking for help or at least for my attention. I had to help Francesco, the other Italian
PhD student with a video editing issue and Mervi, the old Uppsala neighbour, wants help with her website. I was also spending much time to prepare a new course for the fall even though I am
not really liked by a good part of Swedish students expecting me to do summaries of the course literature. Anyhow, to make it more complicated is the philosophy professor who has still to pass
my last assignment. I might have to let it lay there and concentrate now on my dissertation, for this I have prepared all the readings I should do over the summer (no one of my colleagues was
around already and the summer seems to be officially started). I did also went through all the students last assignments, graded them and now I sort of don't have to make it back to the
department but can immerse myself in at last writing the background to life-logging, well, how many freaking procedures to get started! I am also a bit at a lost with how to deal with my quoting
of the readings I do as part of my project... I start underlining too much and it feels that I have no longer a mean to select (or is everything pertinent all of a sudden), this at least reading Bifo
writing about the present crisis and immaterial labour. I decided not to have a month metro card now, will be in Sweden for a week and a half more and will take it easy with August, avoiding all
other meetings with friends and so forth, taking it super easy at last! I ought to select my friends now, just be with the closest, most intimate people, prioritizing I guess!

It feels as if I am once again planning my escape, but escape from where? An academic year has passed and I have certainly got allot of good inputs from the small societies of academics yet I
feel my faith has grown weaker and I have not been able to manifest myself through writing, always having to go through the academic procedures of normalization. I am really aware of this and
for now I just endure, reading what I ought to read, book after book and then eventually start the actual writing this fall. I woke up so early today that I have managed everything quite quickly,
even running with my GPS watch and discovering a beach where I can take Myrthe and August. On my way to town I was mostly reading allot of Bifo who basically talk about the little hope in
the future now that finance (or I would say digital technology) is dictating our lives. He describes the inventor of one of the most successful social network, Facebook, as a looser in terms of
relations and I wonder if I have become that as well since  I felt today I wish to stop engaging with too many people and just concentrate and the most dear ones. I guess, despite the rainy shitty
weater and the general coldness of the Swedish environment (which I have now endured for years), what has hurt me the most it was the refusal of my paper from the Swedish Philosophy
Professor Hans Ruin. I find this people as living inside a secure cave without exposure to reality, allowed to abstract as much as they can in their own established security and unable in this
respect to comment on anything relevant, just absorbed in their vane contemplations like Narcissuses... this is what rich societies can produce but in reality those who have something meaningful




